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JÁSZAPATI VACATION HOME 

WELCOME PACK 
5131 Jászapáti, Rezeda utca 28. 

 

Thank you for staying with us, and we wish you enjoy your holiday in Jászapáti! The check-in will 

be self-check-in, please let me know the estimated time of your arrival in advance just in case. 
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Checking in (Terms & getting into the apartment) 

Terms of Check-in 

According to our terms, check-in is from 15:00, whilst check-out is until 11:00 AM. Cleaning is in 

progress in-between check-outs and check-ins. Please let us know your estimated check-in time. 
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Early check-in is possible, but this must be agreed in advance! In case other guests checking out 

on the day when you arrive, then the earliest you can check-in is 12:00 AM. Please be advised that 

in this case, we can start the cleaning at 11:15 AM the earliest. Cleaning usually takes 2-2,5 hours, 

but must be ready by 15:00 the latest. In case we allow early check-in, then you can go to the 

house at 12:00 AM the earliest, take the keys and drop your luggage if you would like to. Most likely 

you will meet our cleaner. So in case of early check-in, after taking keys and dropping your 
luggage, please go for a walk or lunch, let our cleaner finish her job properly, and please return 
in the afternoon after 15:00 when the apartment is fully ready for occupation.  
 

In case no other guests check-out on the day when you arrive, and you require early check-in, 

then we will strive to prepare the house for you by the time you arrive.  

 

Getting into the vacation home 

 

The building is located at 5131 Jászapáti, Rezeda utca 28. Please see street view below: 
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Once you found the address, you can open the key safe using the code provided to you 

beforehand. 

This is the key safe at the fence. This is where the keys can be found to the gate. 

OPENING the key safe 

1. Open the grey plastic cover of the key safe. 

2. Rotate the dials to set the code provided to you. 

3. Press the two buttons on the two sides simultaneously. The door will open. 

4. Take the keys. 

5. Close the key safe and rotate/spin the dials so the combination is not visible anymore.  

6. Close the plastic cover. 

7. Open the doors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keysafe at the fence 
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Note: Make sure you always rotate/spin the dials after closing the safe, even if there is no key 

inside. Failing to do so will reveal the code to others. 

 

Once you got the keys, you need to open the padlock at the gate. Please note that we have no 

key for the gate, there is a padlock only. 

 

Once you opened the gate, walk inside the garden. At the end of the garden, turn left and walk up 

the stairs. You will find the second key safe on the left side of the door. Please open it using the 

code provided before your arrival. The key safe will contain the keys to the lock of the metal bar 

gate and to the front door.  

Open gate with the 

keys 
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Your hosts 

Tímea:  +36 30 611 9908 
Gabor:  +36 70 375 7574 
 

International Emergency number/ Nemzetközi 

Segélyhívó: 

112 
 

 Police / Rendőrség:  107 

 Ambulance / Mentők:  104 

 Fire / Tűzoltók:  105 

Keysafe at the left 

side of the door 
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Inside the vacation home 

The apartment will be fully prepared for you for occupation. Depending on the number of guests, 

we prepare the beds, provide sufficient number of bed sheets, linen, towels etc. All the basic 

things you might need during your stay.  

 

Please read additional important information related to the above! 

 

Other important information & house rules 

Tap water  

The quality is excellent, tap water is drinkable in Jászapáti. 

Cleaning 

The apartment is professionally cleaned before your arrival. However, if you wish we can provide 

extra cleaning during your stay for an extra fee of 20 EUR/cleaning.  

Smoking 

This apartment is strictly NON SMOKING! Please respect this and smoke 

outside the home on the terrace.  

Nuisance, disturbance of neighbours, house parties 

Please respect your neighbourhood! ZERO TOLERANCE shown about causing 

nuisance, disturbance of neighbours or house parties. Please be advised that 

local permanent residents live in the neighbourhood. These people do not 

hesitate to call the police if nuisance caused especially after 21:00. In case 

this happens, we as apartment managers may receive severe fines, which we 

do not want to risk! In case nuisance is reported to us by any neighbour, we 

come to the vacation home straight away and may ask you to leave the house 

immediately! Sorry for being so strict on this but we could lose our letting 

permission so please take this rule very seriously!  

Sleeping 

There is a double bed (180x200) in the bedroom upstairs. There are also two single beds upstairs 

and another two single beds downstairs in the bedroom. 

 

 

 

 

 

Check out - key return 

According to our terms, check out is until 11:00 AM the latest!  

In case you require late-check out please let us know, and we will check our calendar (new 
arrivals). In case we allow late check-out, we still ask you to pack/prepare all your personal 
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belongings and place them into one corner of the apartment as our cleaners may come to clean 
the apartment any time after 11:00 AM. We ask your kind cooperation and let our cleaners do their 
job without disturbance.  
 
When you check out, please close the door properly and lock it.. Put the door keys back into the 
key safe and make sure that the key safe is locked properly. Please make sure you put the gate 
key to the key safe outside! 

 

OPENING and CLOSING the key safe 

1. Open the grey plastic cover of the key safe 

2. Rotate the dials to set the code provided to you 

3. Press the two buttons on the two sides simultaneously. The door will open. 

4. Place the keys inside 

5. Close the key safe and rotate/spin the dials so the combination is not visible anymore.  

6. Close the plastic cover 
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Information about the area & general tourist guide 

 

Restaurants and buffets: 

 

 

 

Shops: 
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Other recommendations you might be interested in 

https://hangout.tips/hungary/jaszapati 

Thermal bath 

Tölgyes Thermal Bath 

 

Address: 5130 Jászapáti, Gyöngyvirág utca 22. 

Website: http://www.tolgyesstrand.hu/ 

Opening hours: Sunday – Thursday: 9:00 – 18:00 

  Friday – Saturday: 9:00 – 19:00 

https://hangout.tips/hungary/jaszapati
http://www.tolgyesstrand.hu/
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Useful Hungarian phrases to learn while in Budapest ☺ 

Hi! - Szia! 
How to pronounce it: See-yaw 
What it means: Basically it means "hi!" but it can also mean goodbye. Double it up for a friendly 
"szia-szia" when you're leaving friends. 
 
How are you? - Hogy vagy? 
How to pronounce it: Haw-j Vah-j (j as in joke) 
What it means: Literally "how are you?" Make sure you ask this only if you really want to know 
how the other person is as this question is likely to elicit a long, detailed explanation of 
everything happening in their life - good or bad. 
 
What’s up? - Mi újság? 
How to pronounce it: Me ooh-y-shaarg? (y as in yolk) 
What it means: Basically this means "what's news?" It generally gets a much simpler response 
than "hogy vagy?" A typical response is "minden ok," which means "everything's ok." If your 
Hungarian lessons are progressing well you can even just ask "mizu?" (pronounced: me-zoo), 
which is slang for "mi újság?" If you're using "mizu?" then ten gold stars for you! 
 
How much is it? - Mennyibe kerül? 
How to pronounce it: Men-yee-beh ker-ool 
What it means: "How much is it?" 
 
'What time is it? - Mennyi az idő? 

How to pronounce it: Man-yee aw-z id-err 
What it means: 'What time is it?"  
 
Where am I? - Hol vagyok? 
How to pronounce it: Whole vah-j-ork (j as in joke) 
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What it means: "Where am I?" Maybe it's time to ask for directions or to consult your map. 
 
I'd like a beer / wine / pálinka! - Kérek egy sört / bort / pálinkát! 
How to pronounce it: Keh-rack a-j (a as in apple, j as in joke) cher-t (Cher as in the singer) / 
bore-t / pah-lin-cart 
What it means: "I'd like a beer / wine / pálinka." And that brings us to what is possibly THE most 
important word in the Hungarian language: pálinka. This is a Hungarian fruit brandy that comes 
in flavours like plum, honey, cherry, apricot etc. It's a potent spirit that you'll either love or hate, 
but no matter what you must try it at least once while in Budapest. 
 
You're pretty! - Csinos vagy! 
How to pronounce it: Chee-nosh vah-j (j as in joke) 
What it means: "You're pretty." You would normally say this to a girl. Spread the love! If you see 
a pretty girl, let her know. 
 
You're good looking! - Jóképű vagy! 

How to pronounce it: Yoh cap-ooh vah-j (j as in joke) 
What it means: "You're good looking." You would normally say this to a boy. He'll be very 
flattered. 
 
I'm hungry! - Éhes vagyok! 
How to pronounce it: Eh-hash Vah-j-ork (j as in joke) 
What it means: "I'm hungry!!!!" Well you won't be for long! Budapest is full of great culinary 
options and traditional Hungarian food is hearty to say the least. 
 
Cheers! - Egészségedre! 
How to pronounce it: Ag-esh-sheg-ad-reh 
What it means: "Cheers!" Make sure you clink glasses and say this before taking the first sip of 
your alcoholic beverage. And make sure you look the person in the eye! It's considered rude not 
to in Hungary. 
 
Bon appetite! - Jó étvágyat! 
How to pronounce it: Yoh-ehrt-vah-jot (y as in yolk, j as in joke) 
What it means: "Bon appetit!" Waiters often say this when placing meals on the table, and if 
you're eating a meal with a Hungarian they'll definitely say this before starting to eat. 
 
I am full. - Tele vagyok. 
How to pronounce it: Te-le Vah-jork 
What it means: "I'm full!" You'll probably say this more than once, while you're in Budapest 
especially because what we call street-food snacks like lángos will literally keep you full for the 
whole day. Also if you're trying things like Hungarian gulyás soup there's no way you'll be left 
hungry. 
 
It was delicious! - Finom volt! 
How to pronounce it: Fee-nom vault 
What it means: "It was yummy!" You can say this to the waiter when he asks how your dish was, 
or just say "finom!" while eating as an exclamation of delight - "yum!" 
 
Which way is Szimpla? - Merre van a Szimpla? 
How to pronounce it: Meh-reh vahn aw Seem-plah 
What it means: "Which way is Szimpla?" If you haven't yet heard, Szimpla is Budapest's first and 
most famous ruin pub. It's a favourite of tourists and Erasmus students. 
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Let's meet for a coffee! - Találkozzunk egy kávéra! 
How to pronounce it: Ta-lahl-cozz-oonk eh-j kah-veh-ra (j as in joke) 
What it means: "Let's meet for a coffee." 
 
Kiss me! - Csókolj meg! 
How to pronounce it: Choc-ohly mag! (y as in yolk) 
What it means: "Kiss me, beneath the milky twilight, Lead me out on the moonlit floor." Well 
actually it just means "kiss me" and if things are progressing well during your stay in Budapest 
this could be one of the best phrases you learn. But beware: if you've just met the person, this 
phrase could either get you kissed or punched in the face. 
 
I love you! - Szeretlek! 
How to pronounce it: Ser-at-lack 
What it means: "I love you!" 
 

 

I hope you will enjoy your stay. Even if we don’t meet in person, if you have any issues or looking 

for guidance, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us. Technology is our friend. ☺ 

 

Kind Regards,  

Gábor & Timea 


